Abstract-With the development of intelligent transportation system, the automatic recognition of pavement guide marks has attracted more and more attention. Due to their convexity-concavity in shape, existing algorithms can hardly complete the task. This paper introduces projection technique that transforming the 2D irregular shapes into two 1D signals. By conducting the signal similarity measurement, guide marks recognition is achieved with higher accuracy and faster speed. Experimental results also demonstrate its potential in some real-time applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shape recognition, especially irregular shape recognition is one of the most widely studied subjects in the image understanding areas. With the development of Intelligent Transportation System, the recognition of pavement guide marks has become more and more popular. In a common sense, guide marks are well defined but with both convex and concave points along their borders. Thus the representation and corresponding recognition methods are facing tough problems. This paper adopts projection technique and transforms a 2D shape into two 1D projection signals. Dimension reduction is completed and convexity-concavity problems are therefore avoided, all through the projection of a binary image in horizontal and vertical directions. Then a similarity evaluation algorithm is introduced to measure how close projection signals of a tested shape and the reference are in each direction. Conclusions are made based on the similarity of whether the unknown shape is one of the guide marks.
All experiments are run in natural scenes with different sorts of real pavement status. The results show the work has its potential in irregular shape recognition towards real-time applications.
II. PROJECTION TECHNIQUE
In image understanding field, features representing a specific class of shape and the corresponding feature extraction technique are two key parts in the overall shape recognition process. From the pattern recognition point of view, feature extraction is a transform that switch a set of data in an dimensional space into that of an dimensional space, where there is . It is also a redundancy reduction while only a few features required for the pattern classification are kept. Projection of a binary image in a given direction is a such transform. After the projection in both horizontal and vertical directions, a 2D image becomes two 1D signals. Given a binary image contains a straight and right turn guide mark as shown in Fig 1(b) , it can be represented as (1) The projection of onto the axis is defined as , and the projection of onto the axis is defined as (2) From (2), is the accumulation of all foreground in each column and v is the sum of white pixels in each row.
In order to calculate the similarity between a tested signal and the reference, some normalizations must be taken in advance and they mainly include two parts:
(1)Signal scaling: As can be seen from (2) III. ALGORITHM DESIGN Given a set of original color images obtained from the camera mounted on the front glass of a driving vehicle, image preprocessing techniques are firstly applied to calculate the binary images. Based on the projection introduced above, (2) and (3) are conducted simultaneously to obtain two normalized projection signals of each unknown shape. Signal similarity evaluation algorithm is then used to compare how close two projection signals are to its counterpart of the reference guide marks. Finally the shape recognition is completed based on the similarities.
In general, distances and correlation coefficients are two classes of the most commonly used similarity measurements. This paper adopts the definition of centroid in Physics to compare whether two signals are alike. Detailed explanation of a signal centroid can be found in [4] , and it is directly used as follows.
Suppose the centroid of is , and is the centroid of . There are
Both centroids of two projection signals of an unknown shape and a reference are compared respectively based on the Euclidean distance and the similarity between two shapes is written as (6) Where and correspond to the unknown shape, and and correspond to the reference shape.
If and reach the minimum with respect to the same reference, the unknown shape is then determined. Otherwise, further calculation (7) is conducted to make the decision.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This paper chooses 9 common pavement guide marks as reference database. Each unknown shape is compared with all references in the database and the minimum value of and or points out the result. Four tested images are given in Fig.2 and Table. 1 is the similarity evaluation of those 4 with respect to 9 references.
a)
Unknown target It can be seen from Table. 1, unknown target 1,2 and 4 can find their match through (6) , and unknown target 3 may use (7) to get the correct answer.
Large number of experiments have been run and all tested images are from real driving scenes. Results have demonstrated its recognition potential in both accuracy and speed.
V. CONCLUSIONS Irregular shape recognition has been one of the most difficult tasks in the image understanding area. It becomes tougher when dealing with convex-concave shapes. This work introduces projection and transforms a 2D shape into two 1D signals. Then the signal similarity evaluation system is applied to measure how close the unknown shape is to the references. Experimental results have proven its advantages in pavement guide marks recognition and the proposed algorithm may be used in other shape recognition applications as well.
